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Triangle to feature Model XY-RJ VFFS bagger with rotatable sealing jaw,
zipper applicator at IPPE
Change package formats in minutes

CHICAGO – For food packagers looking to improve production and
switch package formats in just minutes, Triangle’s Model XY-RJ offers
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an easily rotatable sealing jaw. The vertical form fill seal (vffs) bagger
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can run pillow bags, gusseted bags, 3-sided bags, and stand-up
pouches (SUP), all on the same machine.
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Key features and benefits include:
•

Flexibility to run a variety of bags with quick and simple
changeover;

•

Easy-to-rotate sealing jaw requires no heavy equipment or
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complicated tools – switch formats in 15 minutes or less;
•

Ability to easily run supported (laminated) or non-supported film
with tool-less interchangeable back seal;

•

Continuous zipper application with optional Longitudinal Zipper Applicator;

•

Optional Ultrasonic Sealing;

•

Bagging speeds up to 120 bpm.

Users enjoy such benefits as flexibility, ease of
maintenance, improved production, and Triangle
service and support. In addition, Triangle vffs
baggers offer superior sanitation, and can meet
USDA and 3A sanitation standards. Technically
advanced and operator friendly, the new bagging
machine also features a tool-less, easy to change
back seal. Thanks to its ability to run a wide variety
of package styles, it is ideal for numerous markets,
including meat, poultry, seafood, IQF products,
pasta, produce, confectionery, and snacks.
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In addition, Model XYRJ offers optional Ultrasonic sealing for both cross seal and back seal.
Users who add the option of Ultrasonic sealing can see additional benefits, such as airtight
package seals, increased product throughput, and virtually eliminated leakers and rejects.
Ultrasonic welding technology is ideal for leafy produce, cheese, confectionery, and other
industries that require 100% seal integrity for an airtight product.

Triangle’s X-Series VFFS Baggers not only offer the flexibility to seal bags with heat sealing or
Ultrasonic welding, they also feature quick changeover of forming tubes, film rolls and sealing jaws,
allowing users to run supported or unsupported film and multiple bag sizes and speeds. Standard
features on the Triangle X-Series include Rockwell Automation / Allen Bradley ControlLogix, AB
Kinetics Servo Drives, and AB PowerFlex AC Drives.

Triangle will be exhibiting Model XY-RJ VFFS Bagger with zipper applicator at the
International Production and Processing Expo (IPPE), January 30 – February 1, 2018. Visit us
in Booth B-3935, or online at www.trianglepackage.com, to learn how we can help you improve
production and product quality.

About Triangle
Triangle Package Machinery is a U.S. manufacturer of vertical form fill seal (VFFS) bag
machines, combination weighers, horizontal cartoning / bag-in-box systems, and tray loading /
depositing systems. Founded in 1923, Triangle is headquartered in Chicago, IL, and offers a
120,000 sq ft facility that houses its entire manufacturing process from raw material fabrication
through complete machine testing and checkout. Triangle also provides superior after sales
support, training, documentation, and online troubleshooting, as well as spare parts service.
For more information on Triangle's equipment and service capabilities, visit us online at
www.trianglepackage.com, or call (800) 621-4170.
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